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Can we predict the spin of galaxies on the cosmic web 
from first principles?
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Outline
• How do dark halo's spin flip relative to filament

• What is the geometry of spin near saddle?

• Why does it induce a transition mass:  

• Lagrangian & Eulerian theory?

(c)Taysun Kimm  +E. Pharabod

Seoul Feb 2nd  2016
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• What is the geometry of spin near saddle?

• Why does it induce a transition mass:  

• Lagrangian & Eulerian theory?
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Why do we care?
• Weak lensing

• AM stratification drives morphology
• Galaxy formation is not a 1D manifold 
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Outline
• How do dark halo's spin flip relative to filament

• What is the geometry of spin near saddle?

• Why does it induce a transition mass:  

• Lagrangian & Eulerian theory?

Where  galaxies form does matter, and can be traced back to ICs.
Flattened filaments generate point-reflection-symmetric AM/vorticity distribution:

they induce the  observed spin transition mass  

(c)Taysun Kimm  +E. Pharabod

Seoul Feb 2nd  2016

Why do we care?
• Weak lensing

• AM stratification drives morphology
• Galaxy formation is not a 1D manifold 
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What’s happening on 
large scales?

How is the cosmic web woven?
i.e Where do galaxies form in our Universe?

What are the dynamical implications?

PART I
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Peak background split

(PBS)  in 1D

+

dark halos don't form anywhere
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without 
boost with

 boost

Peak background split in 3D

Does this anisotropic biassing have 
a dynamical signature?  yes! in term of spin!
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without 
boost with

 boost

Peak background split in 3D

Does this anisotropic biassing have 
a dynamical signature?  yes! in term of spin!
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Tidal Torque Theory in one cartoon

YES! via conditional TTT subject to saddle 
Et Voilà !
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Evidences of galaxy spin - filament alignment

Seoul Feb 2nd  2016

Tempel+ (2013)    in the SDSS

|Cos   |

P(
|C

os
   

|)
Cosmic Filament

See also:  
Aragon-Calvo+ 2007, Hahn+ 2007, Paz+ 2008, Zhang+ 2009, Codis+ 2012, Libeskind+ 2013, Aragon-Calvo 2013, Dubois+ 2014

aligned

Spiral galaxy

1
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Evidences of galaxy spin - filament alignment

Seoul Feb 2nd  2016

Tempel+ (2013)    in the SDSS
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See also:  
Aragon-Calvo+ 2007, Hahn+ 2007, Paz+ 2008, Zhang+ 2009, Codis+ 2012, Libeskind+ 2013, Aragon-Calvo 2013, Dubois+ 2014
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Skeleton of the LSS

traces filaments via  crest lines of the density field
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Orientation of the spins w.r.t the filaments

Horizon 4Pi: 
DM only

2 Gpc/h periodic box
40963 DM part.

43 million dark halos at 
z=0

(Teyssier et al, 2009)

skeleton
follow filaments

10 000 000 hrs CPU
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Excess probability of alignment between the spins 
and their host filament

mass transition:

Mcrit = 4 · 1012M�

: aligned

: perpendicularM > Mcrit

M < Mcrit

(Codis et al, 2012)
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Excess probability of alignment between the spins 
and their host filament

mass transition:

Mcrit = 4 · 1012M�

: aligned

: perpendicularM > Mcrit

M < Mcrit
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Voids/wall saddle
 repel...

How does the formation of the filaments 
generate spin parallel to them?

Vorticity generation in filaments
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winding of walls 
into filaments

Voids/wall saddle
 repel...

How does the formation of the filaments 
generate spin parallel to them?

Vorticity generation in filaments
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winding of walls 
into filaments

Voids/wall saddle
 repel...

How does the formation of the filaments 
generate spin parallel to them?

Vorticity generation in filaments
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Mcrit = 4 · 1012M�

Low-mass haloes: M < Mcrit

-formed at high z during the formation within 
filaments

-no major merger but smooth accretion until 
z=0
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Mcrit = 4 · 1012M�

High-mass haloes: 

formed at low z by mergers inside the filaments

M > Mcrit
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How do mergers along the filaments create 
spin perpendicular to them?

Halos catch up 
with each other 

along the filaments

Seoul Feb 2nd  2016
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horizon 4π

Explain transition mass?

Codis et al 12’
skeleton of LSS
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Transition mass versus redshift: what's wrong??? 

horizon 4π

Explain transition mass?

Codis et al 12’
skeleton of LSS
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Part II
Tidal torque theory with a

peak background split near a 
saddle 

Seoul Feb 2nd  2016
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The Idea

walls/filament/peak locally bias differentially 
tidal and inertia tensor: spin alignment reflect this in TTT

The picture

Geometry of spin near saddle: point reflection 
symmetric distribution,   ~ 1/8 of 'naive size'

The Maths

Very simple ab initio prediction for mass transition 

The Lagrangian view of spin/LSS connection
Tuesday, 2February, 16
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Tidal/Inertia mis-alignment

filament
peak

pancake
filament

Tidal field

inertia

spin

in saddle mid plane away from saddle mid plane

spin
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Tidal/Inertia mis-alignment

filament
peak
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filament

Tidal field
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spin
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spin wall -filament 

spin filament-cluster animation? 
Tuesday, 2February, 16
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Spin structure
 near Saddle

AM
vectors

Flattened filament

Zeldovitch
 flow

Lk = "ijk Ili Tlj

⇡ "ijk Hli Tlj

Hessian

Tidal
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AM
vectors

filament

Zeldovitch flow

Point reflection symmetry
follows from 

‘spin one’ property of
spin !
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AM
vectors

filament

Zeldovitch flow

animation? 
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3D TTT@ saddle?
• point reflection symmetric
• vanish if no a-symmetry

AM
vectors

filament

Zeldovitch 
flow

saddle pointspin //
to filament

perp.  along eφ

perp = 
along eφ

r ! �r

spatial transition+ ROI smaller
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Figure 22. Alignment of the spin along the filamentary direction
depending on the considered octant. As predicted by the theory,
the z-component of the spin is flipping sign from one octant to
the other.

x, y, z > 0 (#1), x < 0 & y, z > 0 (#2), x, y < 0 & z > 0
(#3), y < 0 & x, z > 0 (#4), z < 0 & x, y > 0 (#5),
x, z < 0 & y > 0 (#6), x, y, z < 0 (#7) and y, z < 0 & x > 0
(#8).

Fig. 22 shows that, as expected, the component of the
spin aligned with the filament axis is flipping sign from one
octant to the other.

5.2 Validation on dark matter simulations at z = 0

Let us now identify the Eulerian implication at redshift zero
of the above sketched Lagrangian theory. For this we must
rely on N-body simulations. Hence we now make use of the
43 million dark matter haloes detected at redshift zero in
the Horizon 4⇡ N-body simulation (Teyssier et al. 2009) to
test some of the outcomes of the Anisotropic Tidal Torque
Theory presented in this paper. This simulation contains
40963 DM particles distributed in a 2 h�1Gpc periodic box
and is characterized by the following ⇤CDM cosmology:
⌦m = 0.24, ⌦⇤ = 0.76, n = 0.958, H0 = 73 km·s�1·Mpc�1

and �8 = 0.77 within one standard deviation of WMAP3
results (Spergel et al. 2003). The initial conditions were
evolved non-linearly down to redshift zero using the adap-
tive mesh refinement code RAMSES (Teyssier 2002), on a
40963 grid. The motion of the particles was followed with
a multi grid Particle-Mesh Poisson solver using a Cloud-In-
Cell interpolation algorithm to assign these particles to the
grid (the refinement strategy of 40 particles as a threshold
for refinement allowed us to reach a constant physical reso-
lution of 10 kpc, see the above mentioned two references).

The Friend-of-Friend Algorithm (Huchra & Geller 1982)
was used over 183 overlapping subsets of the simulation with
a linking length of 0.2 times the mean interparticular dis-
tance to define dark matter haloes. In the present work, we
only consider haloes with more than 40 particles (the parti-
cle mass being 7.7⇥ 109M�). The mass dynamical range of
this simulation spans about 5 decades.

The filament’s direction is then defined via the global
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14.2

cos e
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log M

Figure 23. Alignment of ‘spin’ along e
�

in the Horizon-4⇡ sim-
ulation. The normalised histogram of the cosine of the angle be-
tween the spins and the closest filament’s direction is displayed.
Deviations from the ⇠ = 0 uniform distribution are detected and
depends on the dark matter halo mass. Haloes have a spin aligned
with the e

�

direction on average at low-mass (red) and perpen-
dicular to it at larger mass (blue).

skeleton algorithm introduced by Sousbie et al. (2009) and
based on Morse theory. It defines the skeleton as the set of
critical lines joining the maxima of the density field through
saddle points following the gradient. In practice Sousbie
et al. (2009) define the peak and void patches of the den-
sity field as the set of points converging to a specific local
maximum/minimum while following the field lines in the di-
rection/opposite direction of the gradient. The skeleton is
then the set of intersection of the void patches i.e. the sub-
set of critical lines connecting the saddle points and the local
maxima of a density field and parallel to the gradient of the
field. In practice, the ⇠70 billion particles of the Horizon-4⇡
were sampled on a 20483 cartesian grid and the density field
was smoothed over 5 sigmas using mpsmooth (Prunet et al.
2008), corresponding to a scale of 5 h�1Mpc and a mass of
1.9 ⇥ 1014M�. This cube was then divided into 63 overlap-
ping sub-cubes and the skeleton was computed for each of
these sub-cubes. It was then reconnected across the entire
simulation volume to produce a catalog of segments which
locally defines the direction of the filaments.

Figure 23 demonstrates that the spins of the 43 million
dark halos of the simulation obey the expected mass flip
predicted by the theory presented in Section 4. On top of
the alignment with the filament direction found e.g in Codis
et al. (2012), haloes are shown to have a spin increasingly
perpendicular to e

�

at low-mass (red) and up to the critical
mass (' 1012M�), while high-mass haloes have a spin par-
allel to the e

�

direction. The transition from alignment to
orthogonality occurs around Mtr ' 5 · 1012M�.

Figure 24 shows that the spins tend to be more aligned
with the filament axis when getting closer to the saddle
point. The alignment decreases from cos ✓ = 0.511 at r ' 20
Mpc/h to cos ✓ = 0.506 at r < 1 Mpc/h. This qualitative
trend is in full agreement with the anisotropic tidal torque

© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

along e� closer  to
saddle 
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Figure 24. Alignment of the spins and the filaments in the
Horizon-4⇡ simulation as a function of the distance to the clos-
est saddle point (from red – 0Mpc/h – to blue –10 Mpc/h –).
The alignment decreases with the distance to the saddle point as
predicted by the anisotropic tidal torque theory model.

theory picture presented in Section 4 for which on average,
spins are aligned with the filament axis in the plane of the
saddle point and become misaligned when going away from
this saddle point.

Figure 25 displays the occupancy of halos along the
filaments. It appears that the higher the mass, the more
concentrated they are far from the saddles. This is in good
agreement with the halo mass gradient along the filaments
described in Section 4.3.2.

Overall, the above GRF experiments as well as the re-
analysis of the Horizon 4⇡ N-body simulation seem consis-
tent with the prediction of the theory presented in Sec. 3 and
4. While the former demonstrates that interferences from
neighbouring saddles do not wash out the tide correlations,
the latter suggests that on the scales probed by this exper-
iment, this Eulerian measure still captures features of the
underlying Lagrangian theory.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Tidal Torque Theory was revisited while focussing on an
anisotropic peak background split in the vicinity of a sad-
dle point. Such critical point captures as a point process
the geometry of a typical filament embedded in a given
wall (Pogosyan et al. 1998). The induced mis-alignment be-
tween the tidal tensor and the hessian of the density simply
explains the surrounding transverse and longitudinal point
reflection-symmetric geometry of the spin distribution near
filaments. This geometry of the spin field predicts in par-
ticular that less massive galaxies have their spin parallel to
the filament, while more massive ones have their spin in the
azimuthal direction. The corresponding transition mass fol-
lows from this geometry together with its scaling with the
mass of non linearity, in good agreement with measurements
in simulations.
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Figure 25. (Log-) Fraction of halos of di↵erent mass (from red to
blue in solar mass units) as a function of the distance to the saddle
point in the Horizon-4⇡ simulation. Low-mass haloes (red) lie
almost uniformly along the filaments (with a small concentration
–not clearly seen in logarithmic units– around the saddles due
to consumption when going towards the nodes) while high-mass
haloes (blue) are more concentrated far from the saddles.

The main findings of this paper are: i) galaxies form
near filaments embedded in walls, and flow towards the
nodes: this anisotropic environment produces the long wave
modes on top of which galactic halos pass the turnaround
threshold; ii) a typical filament is elongated and flattened:
as a point process, it is therefore best characterized by its
triaxial saddle point; iii) the spin geometry is octupolar in
the vicinity of the saddle point, displaying a point reflection
symmetry; iv) the mean spin field is parallel to the filament
axis in the plane of the saddle point and becomes azimuthal
away from it; v) this anisotropic version of the tidal torque
theory allows to accurately predict the transition mass of
the spin-filament alignment measured in simulations. vi) this
theory seems consistent with both GRF experiments and re-
sults from N-body simulations.

6.1 Discussion

One of the striking features of this anisotropic extension
of Tidal Torque Theory is the induced quadrupolar anti-
symmetric flattened geometry of the spin distribution near
a saddle point, which e↵ectively scales down the transi-
tion mass away from the mass of non-linearity by a factor
1/22⇥1/3, in qualitative agreement with the measured scal-
ing. The qualitative analysis derived from first principle in
the vicinity of a given saddle seems to hold when consid-
ering realizations of GRF, once proper account of the in-
duced geometry near such points is taken care of. In e↵ect,
we have shown that the geometry of the saddle point pro-
vides a natural ‘metric’ (the local frame as defined by the
hessian at that saddle point) relative to which we can mea-
sure dynamical evolution of dark halos along filaments. It
should allow us to study how galactic feeding (via helicoidal
cold flow, see Dubois et al. 2014) should vary with curvilin-

© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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correlation of field AND 2nd derivatives
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TTT@ saddle?

subject to the  "saddle" constraints (2D)
"height" zero gradient

parametrized curvature
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e.g. for n=-2

Define

(2D)

Incredibly simple prediction ! 
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ν
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Figure 6. Left: mean density (contrast) field near a 2D peak of height ⌫ = 1, �1 = �1 and �2 = �2 for a power spectrum with index
n = 1/2 computed from Equation (11). Contours are displayed from � = �1 to 1 by step of 1/4 as labeled. The x and y axes are
in units of the smoothing length. Right: corresponding mean spin colour coded from blue (negative) to red (positive) computed from
Equation (13). The flattening of the filament’s cross section induces a clear quadrupolar spin distribution in its vicinity.
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Figure 7. Evolution of the amount of algebraic angular momen-
tum in sphere of radius RTH centered on r

?

The density power
spectrum index is n = �3/2, the height of the peak in (0, 0) is
⌫ = 1 and principal curvatures �1 = �1,�2 = �2. The amplitude
of the spin is normalised by its maximum value around RTH = r

?

3.1.5 Zel’dovich mapping of the Spin

Figure 9 displays the image of the initial density field (resp.
initial spin field) translated by a Zel’dovich displacement.
The displacement is proportional to (�1,�2) here and its
expectation given a central peak is trivially computed from
the conditional PDFs. The resulting quadrupolar caustics is
qualitatively similar to the quadrupolar geometry of the vor-
ticity field measured in numerical simulations (Laigle et al.
2015). Indeed, as discussed in that paper, there is a dual
relationship between such Eulerian vorticity maps and the
geometry of the spin distribution within the neighbouring
patch of a 3D saddle point.

Figure 8. 2D spin dispersion (defined in Equation (17)) near a
2D peak of height ⌫ = 1 and curvatures �1 = �1 and �2 = �2
for a power spectrum with index n = 1/2

3.2 Transition mass for long filaments

Up to know we assumed that the geometry of the critical
point was given. Let us now build the joint statistics of the
spin and the mass near 2D peaks.

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)

peak height
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Figure 6. Left: mean density (contrast) field near a 2D peak of height ⌫ = 1, �1 = �1 and �2 = �2 for a power spectrum with index
n = 1/2 computed from Equation (11). Contours are displayed from � = �1 to 1 by step of 1/4 as labeled. The x and y axes are
in units of the smoothing length. Right: corresponding mean spin colour coded from blue (negative) to red (positive) computed from
Equation (13). The flattening of the filament’s cross section induces a clear quadrupolar spin distribution in its vicinity.
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3.1.5 Zel’dovich mapping of the Spin

Figure 9 displays the image of the initial density field (resp.
initial spin field) translated by a Zel’dovich displacement.
The displacement is proportional to (�1,�2) here and its
expectation given a central peak is trivially computed from
the conditional PDFs. The resulting quadrupolar caustics is
qualitatively similar to the quadrupolar geometry of the vor-
ticity field measured in numerical simulations (Laigle et al.
2015). Indeed, as discussed in that paper, there is a dual
relationship between such Eulerian vorticity maps and the
geometry of the spin distribution within the neighbouring
patch of a 3D saddle point.

Figure 8. 2D spin dispersion (defined in Equation (17)) near a
2D peak of height ⌫ = 1 and curvatures �1 = �1 and �2 = �2
for a power spectrum with index n = 1/2

3.2 Transition mass for long filaments

Up to know we assumed that the geometry of the critical
point was given. Let us now build the joint statistics of the
spin and the mass near 2D peaks.
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n = 1/2 computed from Equation (11). Contours are displayed from � = �1 to 1 by step of 1/4 as labeled. The x and y axes are
in units of the smoothing length. Right: corresponding mean spin colour coded from blue (negative) to red (positive) computed from
Equation (13). The flattening of the filament’s cross section induces a clear quadrupolar spin distribution in its vicinity.
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expectation given a central peak is trivially computed from
the conditional PDFs. The resulting quadrupolar caustics is
qualitatively similar to the quadrupolar geometry of the vor-
ticity field measured in numerical simulations (Laigle et al.
2015). Indeed, as discussed in that paper, there is a dual
relationship between such Eulerian vorticity maps and the
geometry of the spin distribution within the neighbouring
patch of a 3D saddle point.

Figure 8. 2D spin dispersion (defined in Equation (17)) near a
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3.2 Transition mass for long filaments

Up to know we assumed that the geometry of the critical
point was given. Let us now build the joint statistics of the
spin and the mass near 2D peaks.
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Geometry of the saddle provides a natural ‘metric’ (local 
frame as defined by Hessian @ saddle) relative to which 

dynamical evolution of DH is predicted.

Shifted
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Geometry of the saddle provides a natural ‘metric’ (local 
frame as defined by Hessian @ saddle) relative to which 

dynamical evolution of DH is predicted.

Shifted
Press-Schechter
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Anisotropic
Tidal torque theory
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Transition mass versus redshift 

horizon 4π

Explain transition mass? YES!

Only 2 ingredients: a) spin is spin one b) filaments flattened

Codis et al 12’ skeleton of LSS

x 10
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Link with Eulerian vorticity?
density caustic

AM 
Eulerian map

AM Lagragian
 map

10 S. Codis, C. Pichon and D. Pogosyan

Figure 9. Left: Stream lines of the 2D velocity field (defined as the potential gradient) near a 2D peak of height ⌫ = 1 and curvatures
�1 = �1 and �2 = �2 for a power spectrum with index n = 1/2. Right: Zel’dovich mapping of the spin distribution. There is a good
qualitative agreement between the vorticity section presented in Laigle et al. (2015) and this spin map.

3.2.1 Geometry of the most likely cross section

Let us now study what should be the typical geometry of a
peak. Following Pogosyan et al. (2009), it is straightforward
to derive the PDF for a point to have height ⌫ and geometry
, I1 as in their notation J2 = 2 so that

P(⌫,, I1) =


⇡
p

1� �2
exp

 

�1
2

 

⌫ + �I1
p

1� �2

!2

� 1
2
I21� 2

!

.

Now the PDF for a peak to have height ⌫ and geometry , I1
becomes:

P(⌫,, I1|pk) =
p
3|(I1 � )(I1 + )|

2⇡
p

1� �2
⇥(�� I1)⇥

exp

 

�1
2

 

⌫ + �I1
p

1� �2

!2

� 1
2
I21� 2

!

. (19)

The maximum of this PDF is trivially reached for ⌫̄ =
p

7/3 �, ̄ =
p

1/3 and Ī1 = �
p

7/3.

3.2.2 The size and area of constant polarity quadrants

From equation (14), it appears clearly that the extension of
the region of influence of the critical point is limited, and
peaks within each quadrant at some specific (r

?

, ✓
?

) position.
Moreover, for small enough , the quadrupole dominates,
and the extremum is along ✓ = ⇡/4. It is therefore possible
to use r

?

to define an area in which the spin is significantly
non zero within each quadrant. Let us compute r

?

, as the
radius for which s

z

(✓ = ⇡/4) is maximal as a function of r3.
The area of a typical quadrant, in which the spin has the

3 Setting ✓ = ⇡/4 e↵ectively neglect the octupolar part of s
z

.

same orientation, can then simply be expressed as

A = ⇡r2
?

, (20)

where r
?

= r
?

(⌫,) is the position of a maximum of angular
momentum from the peak. Because of the quadrupolar anti-
symmetric geometry of the angular momentum distribution
near the saddle point, it is typically twice as small (in units
of the smoothing length) as one would naively expect.

For power-law density power spectrum with spectral in-
dex in the range n 2]�2, 2], a good fit to its scaling is given
by

r
?

R
s

⇡ 3
250

(n� 5)2 +
13
10

, (21)

where r
?

was computed for the mean geometry given by
⌫̄ =

p

7/3 �, ̄ =
p

1/3 and Ī1 = �
p

7/3.

3.2.3 Critical mass scaling

The critical mass is the mass of maximum spin alignment.
In simulation, it has been shown by Laigle et al. (2015) to
be Mcrit ⇡ 1012M� at redshift 0. The authors claimed that
the critical mass is related to the mass contained in a typi-
cal quadrant of vorticity. In this work, we have computed in
Lagrangian space the typical area of a quadrant (see Equa-
tion 19). This area is a function of the smoothing scale. In
order to compute it, we need to define a scale. It is reason-
able that the maximum spin alignment should be reached
for filament that has just collapsed at redshift 0. Indeed, for
larger scale filaments, part of the haloes do not lie inside the
filament but in the nearby wall which will therefore decrease
the mean spin-filament alignment. In previous sections, we
focused on ⌫ = 0.9 filaments. The model of the cylindrical
collapse then say that those filaments have just collapsed at

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Back to wall winding : generation of vorticity 
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Alignement of vorticity  with cosmic web

braids structure of vorticity.
Seoul Feb 2nd  2016
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Theoretical prediction from  Pichon & Bernardeau 1999

Pichon & Bernardeau (1999)

Cross-sections are 
typically divided in 
4 quadrants.

Geometry of the vorticity cross-section
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Mass dependent Halo spin - filament alignment
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High vorticity regions are located at the edges of the filament.
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Idealized toy model: The position is fixed and the radius of the halo increases:
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Mass transition for spin alignment
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in short...

Vorticity is confined in the filaments, and 
aligned with them. The cross-section with a 
plane perpendicular to the filament is typically 
quadripolar.

Halo spins are aligned with the same 
polarity as vorticity in quadrants. 

Qualitatively, the transition mass in the 
alignment is correlated with the size of the 
quadrant. 
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Transition mass versus redshift 

Explain transition mass? YES!

Only 2 ingredients: a) spin is spin one b) filaments flattened

Codis et al 12’
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Take home message...
• Morphology (= AM stratification) driven by LSS in cosmic 

web: can explain Es & Sps where, how & why from ICs 

• Signature in correlation between spin and internal kinematic 
structure of cosmic web on larger scales. 

• Process driven by simple PBS/biassed clustering dynamics:

-  requires updating TTT to saddles:  simple theory  :-)
-  can be expressed into an Eulerian theory via vorticity

Where  galaxies form does matter, and can be traced back to ICs
Flattened filaments generate point-reflection-symmetric AM/vorticity distribution:

they induce the  observed spin transition mass  

Seoul Feb 2nd  2016
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What about baryons? 

•  Horizon-AGN simulation Jade (CINES) 
 (PI Y. Dubois, Co-I J. Devriendt & C. Pichon)  

–  Lbox=100 Mpc/h 
–  10243 DM particles MDM,res=8x107 Msun 

–  Finest cell resolution dx=1 kpc 
–  Gas cooling & UV background heating 
–  Low efficiency star formation 
–  Stellar winds + SNII + SNIa 
–  O, Fe, C, N, Si, Mg, H 
–  AGN feedback radio/quasar 

•  Outputs  
(backed up and analyzed on BEYOND) 
–  Simulation outputs 
–  Lightcones (1°x1°) performed on-the-fly 

•  Dark Matter (position, velocity) 
•  Gas (position, density, velocity, pressure, chemistry) 
•  Stars (position, mass, velocity, age, chemistry) 
•  Black holes (position, mass, velocity, accretion rate) 

•  z=1.5 using 3 Mhours on 4096 cores 

23/10/13 Colloque DIM ACAV 

z=1.2

What about galaxies ??

PART IV

horizon-AGN.projet-horizon.fr
Tuesday, 2February, 16
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Filament-galactic spin & mass

6 Dubois, Y. et al.

polated along the same axis and the maximum of that curve
defines !, see Fig. 3. V/! is then straightforwardly the cor-
responding ratio.

2.2.4 Specific star formation rate

The specific star formation rate, sSFR, of each galaxy is
obtained by computing the star formation rate during the
last 100Myr at a given redshift divided by its stellar mass.
The choice of 100Myr avoids to get atoo strong sampling
noise for most of the galaxies as it correspond to a mini-
mum measurable SFR of M!/100Myr = 0.02M" yr#1. The
calculation of the SFR is done on stars as identified by the
galaxy finder that belong to one given galaxy.

2.2.5 Gini and M20

The morphology of each galaxy is measured by two
non-parametric parameters on individual stamps: the
Gini [G][](Abraham et al. 2003) and M20 (Lotz et al. 2004)
parameters. The Gini parameter is a non-parametric mea-
sure of the inequality of fluxes in pixels, ranging from zero
(for a perfectly uniform image) to unity (for a black image
with a single pixel lit, for instance). M20 is the second order
momentum of light of the 20 per cent brightest pixels of a
galaxy. It traces the spatial distribution of any bright nu-
clei, bars, spiral arms, and o!-centre star clusters. As shown
in Lotz et al. (2004), Galaxies with M20 > !1.1 mainly are
extended objects with double or multiple nuclei, whereas
low values of M20 ( < !1.6) are relatively smooth with a
bright nucleus. Both parameters are known to correlate well
with the Concentration parameter (Abraham et al. 1994)
for regular shapes, but they are better suited for disturbed
morphologies because of their non-parametric nature. These
two parameters have been used to characterise observations
in the local universe and at high redshift (Lotz et al. 2004;
Abraham et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2013, e.g.)
and they are well suited to analyse large samples of galaxies
of mixed morphologies. In the local universe, galaxies with a
high Gini value and a low M20 value are mainly ellipticals,
whereas late-type galaxies and irregular have lower G and
larger M20 values. Mergers tend to have large G and large
M20 values.

The stamps in the i-band are obtained from a segmen-
tation of 3D objects with the galaxy finder. The images are
rebinned to 64x64 pixels in order to avoid star particles ap-
pearing as individual pixels. Then, as in Lee et al. (2013),
we measure the Petrosian radius with an elliptical aperture
which is obtained as in sextractor Bertin & Arnouts (1996)
from the second-order momentum of light. The Petrosian
semi-major axis ap is such that the ratio of the surface
brightness at ap over the mean surface brightness within ap

is decreasing at ap and becomes smaller than 0.2. In practice,
we fit a spline to the surface brightness ratio profile and find
the zero of the function µ(ap)/µ(< ap)! 0.2. Galaxies with
ap smaller than 2 pixels are filtered out: they are almost al-
ways associated to low-mass galaxies (M" < 109.2M") with
few star particles and the G and M20 parameters seem very
uncertain for these objects, leading to a very noisy G vsM20.
We also filter out galaxies less massive than M" < 109.5M"

for which we su!er the most from resolution e!ects. A de-

Figure 4. Projection along the z-axis of the Horizon-AGN skele-
ton (colour coded by log density as red-yellow-blue-white) at red-
shift z = 1.83 of a slice of 25 h#1 Mpc width and 10h#1 Mpc
depth. Galaxies falling contained in that slice are superimposed
as black dots. The clustering of the galaxies follows quite closely
the skeleton. This paper quantifies their orientation relative to
the local anisotropy set by the skeleton.

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the (mis)alignment of
galaxies relative to their host filament.

scription of the bivariate distributions of G, M20 and stellar
mass is given in Appendix B.

2.2.6 Ages

Ages of galaxies are obtained through the summation of the
mass-weighted age of star particles belonging to the galaxy
as defined by the galaxy finder algorithm.

2.2.7 Spin of galaxies

To compute the galactic spin of galaxies, we select the
star particles belonging to one galaxy as identified with the
galaxy finder, and compute their contribution to the total
angular momentum of the galaxy w.r.t. the particle of max-
imum density as the centre of the galaxy.

© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

The anisotropic environment of galaxies 5

Bulge-to-disc ratios (Section 3.1). Let us then quantify how
this alignment varies as a function of distance to the fila-
ments and, along the filaments to the nodes of the cosmic
web (Section 3.2). Let us finally study its cosmic evolution
(Section 3.3), and in particular the variation in the mor-
phological transition mass, Mmorpho as a function of cosmic
time.

3.1 Spin orientation and morphology

Depending on redshift, spectral or spatial resolution, the
definition of Hubble type relies on di!erent tracers. Hence
it is of interest to quantify the alignment/anti-alignment of
each sub population sorted by these tracers.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of alignment of spin of
galaxies (stellar component) as a function of stellar mass.
More massive galaxies have their spin perpendicular to fil-
ament; less massive one have their spin parallel2 . A stellar
mass transition around Mmorpho = 3 ·1010M! is fully consis-
tent with earlier findings of a mass transition for the orien-
tation of the spin of dark halos of 1012M! at that redshift.
Using the full redshift sample, we can rule at the 5.5 sigma
level that the spin of the higher mass bin is aligned with the
filament, and, at the 3 sigma level, that the next mass bin is
perpendicular to the filament. Hence the mass transition is
confidently bracketed at 1010.5M!. The mean values of 1+!
at cos " = 0.9 are respectively 0.97±0.01 and 1.03±0.01 for
M = 1010.75 and M = 1010.25.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of alignment of spin
of galaxies (stellar component) as a function of their
Vmax/#max. Galaxies with small Vmax/#max (Ellipticals)
have their spin perpendicular to filament; centrifugally sup-
ported galaxies (Spirals) have their spin parallel. The tran-
sition seems to occur near Vmax/#max = 0.6. Figure 7 shows
the evolution of alignment of spin of galaxies (stellar compo-
nent) as a function of their colors. Redder galaxies (Ellipti-
cals) have their spin perpendicular to filament; bluer galax-
ies (Spirals) have their spin parallel. The transition seems
to occur near G ! R = !0.25. Figure 10 shows the evolu-
tion of alignment of spin of galaxies (stellar component) as
a function of their gini. XXXX

Figure 11 shows the evolution of alignment of spin of
galaxies (stellar component) as a function of their M20.
XXXX Figure 8 shows the evolution of alignment of spin
of galaxies (stellar component) as a function of their bulge
to disk ratio. Bulgy galaxies (Ellipticals) have their spin
perpendicular to filament; disky galaxies (Spirals) have
their spin parallel. The transition seems to occur near
B/D =???. Figure 9 shows the evolution of alignment of
spin of galaxies (stellar component) as a function of mass
weighted age. Old galaxies (Ellipticals) have their spin
perpendicular to filament; young galaxies (Spirals) have
their spin parallel. The transition seems to occur near an
age of XX Myr.

The transitions presented here are — taken individu-
ally, more indicative of a trend than a definite proof that
each tracer yields a precise morphological transition. Yet
the ensemble allows us to have confidence in the underlying

2 for readability, we quote half sigma error bars in this paper.
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Figure 5. evolution of alignment of spin of galaxies (stellar com-
ponent) as a function of stellar mass. More massive galaxies have
their spin perpendicular to filament; less massive one have their
spin parallel. The mass transition seems to be Mtr = 1010.5.

physical picture as they are all consistent with the expected
variations3.
[" charlotte completer, quantifier, discuter
]
[" Sandrine peut etre rajouter a titre illustratif
le changement d’orientation en fonction du temps
pour une galaxie avec en parallele, changement de
couleur, de morphologie etc...]

3.2 Spin orientation along the cosmic web

Let us now turn the the orientation of the alignment as a
function of the distance to the filaments and distance to the
nodes. Figure 12 show the evolution of alignment of spin
of galaxies (stellar component) as a function of distance to
filaments. Galaxies closer to filaments have their spin more
parallel. Figure 13 shows the evolution of alignment of spin
of galaxies (stellar component) as a function of distance to
nodes along the filaments. Galaxies further to the nodes have
their spin more parallel. At redshift two, the current sample
of galaxies does not contain enough massive galaxies to esti-
mate accurately their orientation and distance to the nodes
simultaneously.

© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 9. The probability distribution of the cosine of the angle
between the vorticity and the direction of the skeleton, measured
in Scool

20
(0.7) for various redshifts as labeled. The amplitude of

the correlation decreases with cosmic time.

of the main filament in the simulation SHDM
20 , where the

high-density regions, the local skeleton and the field lines
colour-coded by the vorticity are shown. The white lines
correspond to the local skeleton; the blue-red bundles cor-
respond to velocity field lines colour-coded by vorticity; the
yellowish shaded regions corresponds to high densities while
the dots correspond to dark halos in the !CDM counterpart
of this simulation; the white cross section colour codes the
vorticity of the velocity flow along that region. It appears
clearly that i) velocities acquire some vorticity as they reach
the main filament (see also Fig. 11, right panel); ii) the vor-
ticity section is consistent with the large-scale flow along
the x-direction, strongly suggesting that the main wall along
x ! z is feeding transversally the filament and accounts for
the geometry of the multi-flow region (see also Fig. 14 below
which zooms in on the region of interest).

Fig. 13 displays the vorticity field in the neighbourhood
of the main filament of the idealized “HDM” simulation,
SHDM
20 , shown in Fig. 12. The vorticity bundle is clearly co-

herent on large scales, and aligned with the direction of the
filament, strongest within its multi-flow core region, while
its essentially quadrupolarity is twisted around it.

Fig. 14 displays the cross section of the vorticity per-
pendicular to the main filament shown in Fig. 13. The veloc-
ity field lines (in blue) converge towards the local walls (in
brown) and are visually in agreement with the vorticity field
which is partitioned by these walls. This picture is qualita-
tively consistent with the scenario presented in Codis et al.
(2012) as it shows that the filaments are fed via the embed-
ding walls, while the geometry of the flow generates vorticity
within their core. This vorticity defines the local environ-
ment in which DM halos form with a spin aligned with that
vorticity, as illustrated on Fig. 6. The alignment between the
contours of minimal vorticity and the density walls which is
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Figure 10. The probability distribution of the cosine of the an-
gle between the spin of dark halos and the direction of the clos-
est filament as a function of mass in the SCDM

2000
simulation. The

smoothing length over which filaments are defined is 5 h!1Mpc.
This figure extends the result first reported in Codis et al. (2012)
to the mass range logM/M" ! 11.5 - 12.0. In this mass range
one observes that the probability to have a small angle between
the halo’s spin and the filament’s direction first increases (in red)
as mass grows to logM/M" ! 12.1, in agreement with the in-
creased spin - vorticity alignment demonstrated in Fig. 7. At
larger masses (from orange to blue) the statistical spin-filament
alignment quickly decays, with a critical mass (in yellow) cor-
responding to a transition to predominately orthogonal orienta-
tions (in blue) at logMcrit/M" " 12.7 as defined by Codis et al.
(2012).

visually observed on Fig. 14 (left panel) is then quantita-
tively examined. The probability distribution of the cosine
of the angle between the zero vorticity contour and the wall
within the caustic is plotted on the right panel of Fig. 14
(see Appendix E for the definition of the zero vorticity con-
tour). An excess of probability of 15 per cent is observed for
cos! in [0.5, 1] relative to random distribution, that is for
the alignment of the walls with the minimal vorticity con-
tours. This alignment increases with the smoothing of the
tessellations, as expected.

4.2 Progenitors of multi-flow region

In a dark matter (Lagrangian) simulation, it is straightfor-
ward to identify the origin of particles within the multi-flow
region. Fig. 11 traces back in time DM particles ending up
within a quadrant of the multi-flow region. The quadrant is
fed by three flows of particles. The flow is irrotational in the
initial phase of structure formation until the crossing of three
flows in the vicinity of the filaments generates shear and vor-
ticity close to the caustic. Note that the sharp rise near the
edge of the multi-flow region at the caustic is qualitatively
consistent with catastrophe theory (Arnold 1992), and is
directly related to the prediction of Pichon & Bernardeau
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Figure 2. Stellar emission of a sample of galaxies taken from the Horizon-AGN simulation at z = 1.3 as they would be observed
through u-g-i filter bands in the rest-frame. Extinction by dust is not taken into account. Each image size is 100 kpc.

Salpeter IMF. Each star particle contributes to a flux per
frequency that depends on its mass, age, and metallicity.
The sum of these contribution of all stars is passed through
a given filter u, g, r, or i bands from the SDSS. Colours are
expressed as rest-framed quantities (i.e. that do not take
into account the red-shifting of spectra). We also neglect
the contribution to the reddening of spectra from dust ex-
tinction. Once the flux per colour bandwidth is obtained for
a star particle, we build the 2D projected maps from single
galaxies (possible satellites are excised), and we can sum up
the total contribution of their stars to the total luminosity
and colour. A small sample of galaxies representative of the
morphological variety produced by the simulation is shown
in Fig. 2, where each galaxy displayed has been identified
by the galaxy finder and merging substructures have been
removed.

2.2.3 Projected stellar kinematics

We compute the luminosity-weighted velocity along the line
of sight (los, arbitrary defined as the x-axis of the box):

v̄pixel =
!ivlos,iIi,color

!iIi,color
, (1)

where vlos,i is the velocity along the los of the i-th star in the
pixel considered, Ii,color is the intensity in the corresponding
colour bandwidth (u, g, r, i) of the i-th star in the pixel

Figure 3. Example of integral field spectroscopy for the velocity
of a fast rotator (left panel) and a slow rotator (right panel).
The thick red line corresponds to the position of the slit, which
position is set along the kinematic major axis. The green iso-
contours correspond to the velocity dispersion map.

considered. Then, the velocity dispersion along the los:

!̄2
pixel =

!iv2los,iIi,color
!iIi,color

! v̄2pixel , (2)

Each field of view of 256"256 pixels over 100 kpc size (corre-
sponding to a pixel size of 0.4 kpc, or 0.05 arcsec at z=1.83)
is then smoothed over 15 pixels; the position of the fastest
(respectively slowest) pixel is then identified automatically
and a 0.75 arcsec “slit” is put across so as to interpolate
through the kinematic major axis of the galaxy. The maxi-
mum of the corresponding rotation curve defines V for that
galaxy. The smoothed velocity dispersion map is also inter-
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Figure 6. Excess probability, !, of the alignment between the spin of galaxies and their closest filament is shown as a function of galaxy
properties at z = 1.83: Ms (top row left column), V/" (top row middle column), sSFR (top row right column), g ! r (middle row left
column), r ! i (middle row middle column), metallicity Z (middle row right column), age (bottom row left column), M20 (bottom row
middle column), and Gini (bottom row right column). Half sigma error bars are shown for readability. Dashed line is uniform PDF (excess
probability ! = 0). Massive, dispersion-dominated, passive, red, smooth and old galaxies tend to have a spin perpendicular or randomly
oriented with the direction of their filament. Low-mass, centrifugally-supported, star-forming, blue, irregular and young galaxies tend to
align with the direction of their closest filament.

galaxy-halo mass relation determined by abundance match-
ing techniques (Moster et al. 2013). Using the full redshift
sample, Fig. 7 shows that the mass transition appears to be
reasonably bracketed at Mtr,s ! 1010.5±0.25 M!. The mean
values of the PDF 1 + ! at cos " = 0.9 are respectively 0.98
and 1.02 for Ms = 1010.75 M! and Ms = 1010.25 M!.

The definition of Hubble type relies on di!erent trac-
ers. Hence it is of interest to quantify the alignment or mis-
alignment of galaxies classified according to these tracers.
One should keep in mind that these tracers are not indepen-

dent from one another (as illustrated in Appendix A). Top
row, middle column of Fig. 6 shows the excess probability
of alignment for V/#. Dispersion-dominated galaxies with
small V/# ratios (i.e. elliptical galaxies) have their spin per-
pendicular to filaments, while centrifugally-supported galax-
ies with large V/# (i.e disc galaxies) have their spins parallel
to filaments. The transition between parallel and perpendic-
ular alignment occurs at V/# = 0.6. A similar signal, not
represented here, is found for intrinsic (three-dimensional)
kinematics. The top right panel of Fig. 6 shows ! as a func-
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Figure 2. PDF of µ, the cosine of the angle between the galac-
tic spin and its nearest filament segment for di!erent merging
histories. This plot shows the cumulative results over 13 regular
timesteps, for all galaxies born between z = 3.16 and z = 1.71.
! is the excess probability. "m is the fraction of mergers accreted
between two successive time steps and nm is the total number of
merging events the galaxy has undergone at the time of the mea-
surement. "m = 0 corresponds to the absence of merging event
over the whole history. In that case log(M/M!) is calculated at
the time step closest to birth. The dashed line corresponds to the
uniform PDF.

the threshold for structure detection was set to Nmin = 1000
particles, which implies that “merging galaxies” are more
clearly identified than “non-merging” ones in this figure,
hence the weaker signal for the alignment trend. To empha-
size this selection e!ect, the alignment signal was plotted for
two di!erent mass bins [! why take a upper bound ] .
Therefore, the signal tends to be weaker for higher masses
which are more likely to have accreted undetected mergers.
Further analysis confirmed that lower thresholds attenuate
the anti-alignment signal and strengthen the alignment one.

Let us now carry on a similar analysis for DM halos,
confirming that halos follow qualitatively the same behav-
ior than galaxies but with quantitative variations due to
their properties of dispersion supported structures obeying
non-baryonic physics. As in the previous study, we took
care of the grid locking e!ects by removing from the sam-
ple all the halos with Mh < 1011 M! as galaxy candidates.
Fig. 1 compares the PDF for both halos and galaxies for
the same low detection threshold for (galaxy + satellites
candidates) which corresponds to Mgal > 2 " 108 M! and
Mh > 8" 109 M!. The most obvious di!erence is that halos
are more sensitive to accretion anisotropies than galaxies:
halos defined as non-merging exhibit noticeable flips. How-
ever, the dependance in merger fraction is weaker.

So far, only the direction of spin was analyzed. But it is
known as a fact that merging can have a strong impact on
the morphology of galaxies, noticeably spiral galaxies merg-
ing into ellipticals. This process of rotation supported pro-
genitors turning into a dispersion supported child galaxy
leads us to investigate the evolution of the amplitude of the
spin of galaxies and halos when subjected to merging.

Fig. 3 shows the PDF of !". This quantity is straight-
forwardly related to the ratio of algebraic amount of angular
momentum acquired between two time steps and the mean
value of the spin between these time steps. One can see that
small mergers (!m < 10%) tend to enhance the amplitude
of the halo spin and that this e!ect becomes stronger as the
merger fraction increases, up to fractions around !m = 10%
for which 85% of halos increase their spin amplitude - and
30% by a factor 3 or more - between successive time steps.
This is consistent with the idea that small halos caught in
the gravitational potential of a much bigger halo are pro-
gressively swallowed by the massive, dispersion supported
hence spin deprived, host halo, therefore contributing posi-
tively to the spin of the child halo. For higher fractions, the
opposite trend is observed: major mergers tend to decrease
the amplitude of the spin, resulting in very low rotation ha-
los. Thus for !m > 30%, around 80% of halos decrease their
spin amplitude between successive time steps, among which
45% by a factor 3 or more.

The same trends are observed for galaxies, confirming
that major mergers — where most of the rotation energy is
converted to random motion energy through violent relax-
ation, intensive star formation and feedback triggering —
contribute destructively to the angular momentum of the
child galaxy, while during minor mergers, satellites are most
likely stripped of their gas and stars and eventually swal-
lowed in the rotation plane of their host galaxy, therefore
increasing its rotationnal energy.

4 CONCLUSION

Using the Horizon-AGN simulation we have analyzed the
spin distribution of galaxies as a function of the merger rates.
Our findings are the following:

• the alignment with the cosmic web flips with mergers;
the more mergers the more perpendicular the orientation of
the spin relative to filaments;

• the stronger the strength of the merger the more uni-
formly distributed the post merger spin direction of dark
halos and galaxies;

• without mergers the modulus of the galactic spin in-
creases with cosmic time, (most likely via cold flows as advo-
cated by Pichon et al. (2011)); the dark matter spin remains
constant on average.

• intermediate mergers tend to also build up the existing
spin modulus; major mergers also produce a second popula-
tion with little spin left.

These finding are strong evidence in favour
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Figure 9. Sketch of the evolution of the alignment trends with
distance to the center of the halo. On the outskirt of the halo,
satellite galaxies are strongly aligned with the nearest filament.
Probing deeper into the halo this trend weakens as the alignment
of satellites in the galactic plane strengthens.

for all galaxies with Mg > 109M!. While the bimodality
is not as clear cut in simulations as it is in observations on
color-mass diagrams, stacking over mass reveals the two dis-
tinct populations, with a noticeable increase of the fraction
of red galaxies as redshift decreases (more passive galaxies).
In our study, we focused on g ! r colors to analyze the evo-
lution of blue and red satellites, as g ! r is less sensitive to
short timescale disruptions than the u-r color where u en-
codes the highly energetic ultraviolet emission of new born
stars, but similar results are found with u! r and r ! i. In
particular, we use u!r and r!i as complementary measure-
ments when analyzing the fainter signal on sub-halo scales
(see Section 5.3 and Appendix B).

The cuts used to defined each population: blue (star
forming), intermediate (green valley) and red (quenched)
are illustrated on Fig. 7 and correspond to g ! r < 0.4,
0.4 < g ! r < 0.55 and g ! r > 0.55. They are defined as a
compromise so as to isolate the two peaks of the distribution
and to select large enough samples.

4.3 Evolution of satellites within the halo

As expected, Fig. 8 - which displays the PDF of cos !, the
angle between the spin of the central galaxy and the total
orbital momentum of its satellites for 0.3 < z < 0.8 for dif-
ferent satellite g ! r color bins - shows that red satellites
have an orbital plane better aligned with the galactic plane
on average than their blue counterparts. (4% excess within
the 33 degree cone around for g ! r > 0.55, and less than
2% for g ! r < 0.4). This is consistent with the idea that
satellites orbits bend close to coplanarity with the galactic
plane as satellites enter deeper into the halo and get progres-
sively deprived of their star forming gas (see also ?). Sketch
orbits of such satellites are represented by blue lines on the
illustration in Fig. 9.

As can be seen on Fig. 10, panel (a), we also found that
satellites not only align their orbital plane to the galactic
plane, but also align their spin (intrinsic angular momen-

tum) with that of the central galaxy as they reach the inner
parts of the halo. In fact, cuts in mass and distance Rgs

lead to similar results as for cos!, when applied to cos",
the cosine of the angle between the host galaxy’s spin and
the satellite’s spin, though the signal is weaker and rapidly
decreasing with distance to the host. Nonetheless, within a
0.5Rvir sphere around their host, satellites have a 2% ex-
cess probability to stay within a 37" cone around the spin of
their host (22% of the satellites). This excess reaches 4% for
satellites within 0.25Rvir, 5% for most massive hosts with
Mg > 1011 M!. Although this e!ect is weaker than the pre-
vious trends, it further statistically confirms the strength of
angular momentum transfer from the halo and torques from
the massive host in the fate of satellites plunging into the
halo2. [I am not convidenced that this trend is signif-
icant] To confirm such swings of the satellite rotation plane,
we show in panel (b) the PDF of cos"s, the cosine of the
angle between the spin of the satellite and its position vector
for di!erent color bins. We find that blue (outer) satellites
have a spin preferentially aligned to [aligned with?] their
position vector, which is directly related to the fact that
they are mostly small structures with spins aligned with the
filament they are flowing from; while red (inner) satellites
have a spin more likely to be perpendicular to their position
vector, hence a rotation plane aligned with it.

On Fig. 11, we consider the orientation of the minor
axis rather than the spin of the satellite for di!erent bins
in distance and colors. This static geometrical parameter
is more strongly sensitive to stripping and friction than the
orientation of the satellite spin and we do not detect as clear
a flip as that found for the spin, but the evolution is globally
similar and the tendency to display a minor axis orthogo-
nal to the galactic plane for redder satellites in the inner
parts of the halo is strengthened. This confirms the dynam-
ical mechanism that bends the rotation plane of satellites in
alignment with their orbital plane. As it progressively aligns
itself with the central galactic plane, the rotation plane of
satellites also end up aligned.

These torquing processes are consistent with theoreti-
cal predictions derived from linear response theory in Colpi
(1998) interpreted the orbital decay triggered not by the
surrounding halo, but by the central galaxy (stellar ma-
terial) itself on its -thus external- satellites, via near reso-
nance energy and angular momentum transfers. This should
lead noticeably to a circularization of orbits, and an align-
ment between the major axis of the satellite with rgs, a
result also found for dark haloes in N-body simulations by
Aubert et al. (2004); Faltenbacher et al. (2008). Note that
Schneider et al. (2013) finds a fainter signal in observations
from the GAMA survey, most likely associated with the
misalignments between baryons and dark matter. However,
while Schneider et al. (2013) claims that much of the sig-
nal could be reminiscent of filamentary accretion, our dis-
tance analysis, in strong agreement with Faltenbacher et al.
(2008), underlines the importance of torques from the host,

2 Note that this measurement is at least partially sensitive to
grid-locking (i.e. tendency of spins to align with the grid on which
the gas fluxes are computed; such e!ects are discussed in great
details in the companion paper, Chisari et al. (in prep), which
analyses spin-spin correlations over a wide range of masses and
separations.
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ABSTRACT
Using the hydrodynamical cosmological simulation Horizon-AGN, we investigate the
angular distribution of satellite galaxies with respect to the central galaxy, from red-
shift 0.8 down to 0.3. In agreement with recent observations, we find that satellites
galaxies tend to be distributed in the galactic plane of the central galaxy. This e!ect is
detected for central galaxies with a stellar mass Mg > 1010M! and strongest for red
passive galaxies, while blue galaxies exhibit a fainter trend. We find that the copla-
narity is stronger in the vicinity of the central galaxy, and decreases with distance -
until it falls under 2% in the outskirt of its host halo for galaxies with a minor axis
parallel to the direction of the nearby filament.
In contrast, the alignment of satellite galaxies with their closest filament follows the
opposite trend: it is dominant far from the central galaxy and decreases in its vicinity.
On average, massive, red centrals with a spin perpendicular to their filament have
co-rotating satellites well-aligned with both the galactic plane and its embedding fila-
ment, while low mass blue centrals with a spin parallel to the filament have satellites
flowing straight along their filament, hence orthogonal to their galactic plane. These
orientations are consistent with a build up of galactic spin and satellite infall via
quasi polar flow and a reorientation of the spin of massive red galaxies via mergers.
Alignment along the filament and in the galactic plane can either add up or compete
depending on the orientation of the central galaxy, which is correlated to its mass. The
alignment to the filament is dominant for newly accreted blue satellites in the outskirt
of the halo, while the coplanarity with the galactic plane takes over for older quenched
red satellites within a sphere of radius R = 0.5Rvir around the central galaxy.

Key words: galaxies: formation — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: interactions —
galaxies: kinematics and dynamics — methods: numerical

1 INTRODUCTION

[! Il manque des references bibliographiques a e.g.
Danovitch, mais aussi a nos travaux sur le flot heli-
coidal du gas Pichon11 Codis12 Tillson15 Dubois12
]
[! il me semble qu’il y a eu rcemment de la biblio
sur la question des satellites ds LCDM? un certain
ibata a notamment publie des conneries la dessus??]

The complex interactions between the central galax-
ies nested in dark matter haloes and their satellites have
led to various contradictory interpretations of their dynam-
ical interplay and the build up of structure over several

! E-mail: welker@iap.fr

decades. Numerous questions regarding the precise distribu-
tion of satellites around their central host, noticeably their
orientation with respect to the galactic plane and its con-
nection with the surrounding cosmic web, have been in-
vestigated in both numerical and observational works. Al-
though a few observational studies have claimed to ob-
serve a ‘polar’ alignment of satellites around centrals (the
‘Holmberg e!ect’,Holmberg 1969; Zaritsky et al. 1997) or
none at all (Hawley & Peebles 1975; Phillips et al. 2015),
most observational studies have converged to the conclusion
that satellite galaxies are mostly distributed on the galactic
plane of their host (Sales & Lambas 2004; Brainerd 2005;
Yang et al. 2006; Sales & Lambas 2009; Wang et al. 2010;
Nierenberg et al. 2012)), and possibly co-rotating with it;
a finding that is in agreement with predictions from N-
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